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New 3D Metrology Software from FARO Delivers Increased Productivity with Simultaneous
Measurement Capabilities

June 30, 2015

LAKE MARY, Fla., June 30, 2015 /PRNewswire/ -- FARO Technologies, Inc. (NASDAQ: FARO), the world's most trusted source for 3D measurement,

imaging and realization technology, announces the release of CAM2 Measure 10.5, its latest software for the FaroArm, FARO® ScanArm, FARO®

Laser Tracker, and FARO® 3D Imager.

CAM2 Measure 10.5 leads the market with its capability to connect multiple 3D measurement devices, within the same coordinate system, and
simultaneously scan into a single seat of software on one computer. This capability allows users to seamlessly scan large objects with higher speed
and more precise accuracy in order to complete 3D scanning jobs faster.

"The new CAM2 Measure 10.5 provides significant advancements that support our customers' needs to measure faster and more efficiently with
improved ease-of-use," stated Kathleen J. Hall, Senior Vice President and Managing Director - Americas. 

Significant advancements to Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GD&T) functionality provide users with streamlined analysis and visual
reporting. A part inspection can now be displayed just like a print to easily visualize and determine part quality. This enhanced functionality eliminates
the need to look at each feature in sequence to make the same determination.

Workflow efficiencies are maximized with the ability to automate repeat inspections by programing data analysis to automatically occur after the
measurements are taken. This new capability reduces required training time, significantly reduces the risk of operator error, and accelerates job
completion times.   

Additional enhancements include expanded point cloud capacity and the ability to easily scan trim edges.  Users are now able to collect over 20 times
more data than our previous versions while maintaining accelerated processing speed. New capabilities also allow trim edges on materials such as
sheet metal to be easily scanned, essentially eliminating the need to collect hard-probed measurements on part edges.  

"The capability to connect multiple devices for simultaneous 3D scanning, automating repeat inspections, and enhanced GD&T functionality represent
major advancements in our metrology software.  We are excited to launch this new release, and further enable our customers to use our world-class
products to drive productivity gains," Ms. Hall concluded.

To learn more about the new FARO® CAM2 Measure 10.5 and all of FARO's metrology offerings, please visit the FARO exhibit at CMSC in Hollywood,

FL on July 17th - 20th or visit:
http://www.faro.com/products/faro-software/cam2-measure-10/overview.

This press release contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 that are subject to
risks and uncertainties, such as statements about FARO's growth, demand for and customer acceptance of FARO's products, anticipated
improvement in the markets in which FARO operates, and FARO's product development and product launches. Statements that are not historical facts
or that describe the Company's plans, objectives, projections, expectations, assumptions, strategies, or goals are forward-looking statements. In
addition, words such as "is," "are," "future," "will," and similar expressions or discussions of FARO's plans or other intentions identify forward-looking
statements. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and are subject to various known and unknown risks, uncertainties,
and other factors that may cause actual results, performances, or achievements to differ materially from future results, performances, or achievements
expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Consequently, undue reliance should not be placed on these forward-looking statements.

Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from what is expressed or forecasted in such forward-looking statements include, but are not
limited to:

development by others of new or improved products, processes or technologies that make the Company's products less
competitive or obsolete;
the Company's inability to maintain its technological advantage by developing new products and enhancing its existing
products;
declines or other adverse changes, or lack of improvement, in industries that the Company serves or the domestic and
international economies in the regions of the world where the Company operates and other general economic, business,
and financial conditions;
the impact of fluctuations of foreign exchange rates; and
Other risks detailed in Part I, Item 1A. Risk Factors in the Company's Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended
December 31, 2014.

Forward-looking statements in this release represent the Company's judgment as of the date of this release. The Company undertakes no obligation to
update publicly any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events, or otherwise, unless otherwise required by law.

About FARO

FARO is the world's most trusted source for 3D measurement technology. The Company develops and markets computer-aided measurement and
imaging devices and software. Technology from FARO permits high-precision 3D measurement, imaging and comparison of parts and complex
structures within production and quality assurance processes. The devices are used for inspecting components and assemblies, rapid prototyping,
documenting large volume spaces or structures in 3D, surveying and construction, as well as for investigation and reconstruction of accident sites or
crime scenes.

http://www.faro.com/products/faro-software/cam2-measure-10/overview


The Company's global headquarters is located in Lake Mary, FL; its European regional headquarters in Stuttgart, Germany; and its Asia Pacific
regional headquarters in Singapore. FARO has other offices in the United States, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Germany, the United Kingdom, France,
Spain, Italy, Poland, Turkey, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Portugal, India, China, Malaysia, Vietnam, Thailand, South Korea, and Japan.

More information is available at http://www.faro.com

Video - http://origin-qps.onstreammedia.com/origin/multivu_archive/PRNA/ENR/226823-FARO-Technologies-Measurement-Device.mp4
Logo - http://photos.prnewswire.com/prnh/20110415/MM84316LOGO

To view the original version on PR Newswire, visit:http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/new-3d-metrology-software-from-faro-delivers-
increased-productivity-with-simultaneous-measurement-capabilities-300106709.html
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